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What is #MoveTheDate?
● Every country has an Earth Overshoot Day, which is specific date where 

human consumption exceeds Earth’s capacity to regenerate the resources from 
last year.

● The Overshoot Day for the U.S. is March 15. 
○ This means that after March 15, we will be borrowing resources from our future selves since we 

have already exhausted our resource budget.
● At the current rate of our resource needs, we need an additional 1.7 Earths to 

supply our demands.



10 Steps To Help #MoveTheDate
1. Traveling with an eco-sensibility 
2. Starting a population conversation
3. Streamline my wardrobe
4. Dive into data
5. Beef up my plant-based diet
6. Commute social
7. Challenge my city leaders to 

#MoveTheDate 
8. Be a garbage collector for a day 
9. Start a Footprint conversation

10. Design my own step to #MoveTheDate



Taking the Step To #MoveTheDate

I chose to partake in helping to travel with eco-sensibility. 



My Plan for #MoveTheDate
How to travel with eco-sensibility:
● Opt to stay in small-scale hotels where they are equipped to run their hotel 

using only renewable energy resources. 
● Consider renting an electric car rather than one that runs off of gasoline.
● Choose to tour the area via on foot or on a bike -- that means no footprint at all!
● Purchase local and organic food products local to the area you are visiting. 

How to inform the public: 
● Speak publicly about the matter
● Start a conversation about it 
● Inform and educate the public through social media platforms



Following Through On My Step To 
#MoveTheDate

I visited all of these sites by opting to go on foot or by row boat. I chose this option 
over other modes of transportation, such as car, taxi or helicopter. My choice helped 
reduce the use of nonrenewable resources and thus, the carbon footprint. 



Sharing My Step On Social Media


